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ABSTRACT

The “cosmic web”, the filamentary large-scale structure in a cold dark matter Universe, is readily

apparent via galaxy tracers in spectroscopic surveys. However, the underlying dark matter structure

is as of yet unobservable and mapping the diffuse gas permeating it lies beyond practical observational

capabilities. A recently developed technique, inspired by the growth and movement of Physarum

polycephalum ‘slime mold’, has been used to map the cosmic web of a low redshift sub-sample of the

SDSS spectroscopic galaxy catalog. This model, the Monte Carlo Physarum Machine (MCPM) was

shown to promisingly reconstruct the cosmic web. Here, we improve the formalism used in calibrating

the MCPM to better recreate the Bolshoi-Planck cosmological simulation’s density distributions and

apply them to a significantly larger cosmological volume than previous works using the Sloan Digital

Sky Survey (SDSS, z < 0.1) and the Extended Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (eBOSS)

Luminous Red Galaxy (LRG, z . 0.5) spectroscopic catalogs. We present the ‘Cosmic Slime Value

Added Catalog’ which provides estimates for the cosmic overdensity for the sample of galaxies probed

spectroscopically by the above SDSS surveys. In addition, we provide the fully reconstructed 3D

density cubes of these volumes. These data products were released as part of Sloan Digital Sky Survey

Data Release 17 and are publicly available. We present the input catalogs and the methodology for

constructing these data products. We also highlight exciting potential applications to galaxy evolution,

cosmology, the intergalactic and circumgalactic medium, and transient phenomenon localization.

1. INTRODUCTION

The cosmic web is an emergent prediction of ΛCDM

cosmology and is ubiquitously reproduced and readily

identifiable in cosmological simulations, where the un-

derlying density distribution is known (e.g., Springel

et al. 2005; Vogelsberger et al. 2014). However, unveiling

the large-scale structure in the observational realm using

galaxies and absorption lines as tracers of the intergalac-

tic medium (IGM) is much less straightforward. The

underlying dark matter distribution remains unobserv-

able. The two most accessible tracers, such as galaxies

and quasar absorption lines, are limited by the practi-

cal observational constraints of galaxy redshift surveys

and the scarcity of quasars in the universe, respectively.

Corresponding author: Matthew C. Wilde

mwilde@uw.edu

Even when observational tracers are available at rela-

tively high sampling densities, the problem of recon-

structing the cosmic web is highly complex.

We highlight two of the myriad scientific motivations

for cosmic web reconstruction. First, of paramount con-

cern in galaxy astrophysics is the impact of a galaxy’s

environment on its evolution. Correlations between en-

vironmental metrics and galaxy properties, such as mor-

phology (e.g., Dressler 1980), color (e.g., Abell 1965),

and star formation (e.g., Balogh et al. 1999; Peng et al.

2010), have been known about for many decades, but

the physical mechanisms and their relative importance

remain heavily pursued problems. Galaxy-environment

analyses typically fall along one of two paths: local

environment-centric or large-scale environment-centric.

In the former, one employs an environmental density

metric, such as a nearest-neighbor distance or density

within some aperture (Kauffmann et al. 2004; Peng et al.
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2010), or galaxies are associated with a local group or

cluster environment (Yang et al. 2007; Berlind et al.

2006) and galaxy properties are studied with respect

to the properties of the group or cluster (Carollo et al.

2013; Catinella et al. 2013; Poggianti et al. 2009).

The latter path is less straightforward, as one must

infer the large-scale structure from tracers, typically the

galaxies themselves, and correlate galaxies back to that

structure in some way. Various methods have been de-

vised to reconstruct the cosmic web from discrete trac-

ers. Libeskind et al. (2018) reviewed a number of these,

and we refer the reader to this valuable resource for an

overview of the techniques employed and comparisons

between them. Once the underlying density field is in-

ferred, one can correlate galaxy properties with this den-

sity field (an approach one can directly employ with the

catalog described here) or attempt to geometrically re-

late a galaxy’s position to the structure identified, e.g.,

the distance to a filament. One should appreciate that

filament identification (e.g., DisPerSE; Luber et al. 2019;

Tempel et al. 2014), whether from a density field or some

other methodology, is a separate problem from the in-

ference of the field itself.

Studies of galaxy properties and their dependence on

the cosmic environment report mixed results. Kuutma

et al. (2017) find a higher elliptical-to-spiral ratio and

decreasing star formation rate (SFR) towards filament

spines. Similarly, Crone Odekon et al. (2018) report

that, at fixed stellar mass, galaxies closer to filaments or

in higher density environments are more deficient in HI.

These large-scale environmental correlations with galax-

ies have also been investigated using modern hydrody-

namical cosmological simulations. Codis et al. (2018)

measure the spin-filament alignment in IllustrisTNG

(Vogelsberger et al. 2014) and find a strong dependence

on spin alignment with galaxy mass. Pasha et al. (2022)

find that the collapse of large-scale structure into sheets

at higher redshifts (z ∼ 3) can create shocks that ex-

plain quenching in dwarf galaxies similar to the effects

seen in the presence of clusters and groups.

Second, in addition to the galaxies themselves, the

IGM studied in context with the cosmic web environ-

ment can yield important insight. Wakker et al. (2015)

measured the Lyα absorption in quasar spectra prob-

ing a foreground visually identified filament, finding in-

creasing absorber equivalent width and linewidth with

decreasing projected distance to the center of the fila-

ment. With a larger archival sample of QSOs and fila-

ments, Bouma et al. (2021) find similar results, with Lyα

absorbers showing both greater incidence and column

density at a small projected distance and velocity offsets

from filaments first identified by Courtois et al. (2013).

In the first application of the reconstruction framework

we use here, Burchett et al. (2020) analyzed the Lyα op-

tical depth as a function of cosmic web density probed

by QSO sightlines. They found three distinct regimes:

(1) a void regime at low matter overdensity with no

detected absorption, (2) an onset of absorption in the

outer skins of filaments with monotonically increasing

optical depth, and (3) the highest-density regime where

the absorption no longer increases with local density but

rather turns over and declines at the highest densities.

Associating the IGM to the cosmic web provides impor-

tant constraints on hydrodynamical processes modeled

in cosmological simulations that may be used to inter-

pret the environmental quenching conundrums.

In this manuscript, we employ the novel method first

introduced in Burchett et al. (2020) described in detail

by Elek et al. (2022), which is based on the morphol-

ogy of the Physarum polycephalum slime mold organism

to map the cosmic density field. This model implic-

itly traces the cosmic web structure by efficiently finding

optimal pathways between the galaxies that trace fila-

ments. We apply our model to two large galaxy cata-

logs, the NASA Sloan Atlas (NSA) (Blanton et al. 2011)

and the catalogs of Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs)

from the SDSS-IV Extended Baryon Oscillation Spec-

troscopic Survey (Bautista et al. 2018). Our method

faithfully reconstructs the cosmic matter density of the

cosmic web throughout the observed volume, allowing

the study of the dark matter distribution with respect

to any objects of interest in the survey footprints, not

just at the input galaxy locations. We have released this

data as part of the SDSS Data Release 17 (DR17) as a

Value Added Catalog (VAC) publicly available for the

community’s use.

Unless stated otherwise, we adopt the Planck15

(Planck Collaboration et al. 2016) cosmology as en-

coded in the ASTROPY package (Astropy Collaboration

et al. 2013; Price-Whelan et al. 2018).

2. DATA

We first describe the required inputs for reconstruct-

ing the map of cosmic densities produced by MCPM.

MCPM takes as input a 3D catalog of galaxy posi-

tions with known masses and reproduces a data cube

reconstructing the filamentary structure connecting the

galaxy halos. To optimize the parameters in MCPM, we

also require a known density field from a cosmological

simulation to compare our reconstruction. We then ap-

ply the tuned model to observational catalogs of galaxies

with known masses to reconstruct the physical cosmic

web.
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We employ the dark matter-only Bolshoi-Plank

ΛCDM (BP) simulation (described below) as our train-

ing density field. We then apply our model to spec-

troscopic surveys that provide large samples of precise

redshifts combined with value-added catalogs that esti-

mate the galaxy masses. We use two primary catalogs

for our galaxy positions, the NASA-Sloan Atlas (NSA,

or NSA/SDSS) for galaxies with z < 0.1 and the Large

Scale Structure catalogs from Sloan Digital Sky Survey

(SDSS) for galaxies at higher redshifts (z . 0.5). These

two catalogs each offer advantages and disadvantages

and are described below. Note that no new DR17 data

were used in this VAC. We now describe the galaxy

catalogs and the simulations used as inputs to MCPM.

2.1. NASA Sloan Atlas

The NASA Sloan atlas (NSA) is a value-added cata-

log constructed from reprocessed SDSS ugriz photome-

try combined with Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX)

photometry in the ultraviolet. It was designed to im-

prove the standard SDSS sky subtraction pipeline (Blan-

ton et al. 2011). We use the most recent version of this

catalog, nsa v1 0 1.fits, which contains galaxies out to

z = 0.15. In order to prioritize completeness in this data

set, we we imposed an upper redshift cut to those galax-

ies with z = 0.1 resulting in a catalog of 325321 galaxies.

We will often refer to this catalog in this paper as simply

“NSA/SDSS” to distinguish it from the other catalogs

from BOSS.

2.2. LRG catalogs

For the higher redshift portion of our catalog, we use

a sample of Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs) from the

Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS). BOSS

was part of the SDSS III project, which at the time of its

release, provided the largest survey of galaxy redshifts

available in terms of the number of redshifts measured

by a single survey and the effective cosmological volume

covered. We chose to use the LRG catalogs as tracers of

the dark matter (DM) density as these catalogs are more

complete at these redshifts with respect the selection

function than using the more general SDSS galaxy sam-

ple. The BOSS LRG sample derives from the large scale

structure catalogs provided by the team and is broken

into Northern and Southern Galactic Cap regions (LRG-

NGC and LRG-SGC, respectively) (Ross et al. 2011; Ho

et al. 2012; Ross et al. 2012). We use the LOWZ cata-

logs, which provide a sample of LRGs to z . 0.5 and are

found in the files1 galaxy DR12v5 LOWZ North.fits.gz

and galaxy DR12v5 LOWZ South.fits.gz. The proce-

1 https://www.sdss.org/dr14/spectro/lss/

dure to create this catalog is mostly based on Reid et al.

(2016) with modifications to the redshift failure and sys-

tematic corrections described in Bautista et al. (2018).

2.3. Mass Determination

We used the LRG galaxy stellar masses from the

Firefly VAC. The Firefly VAC2 (Comparat et al. 2017)

provides galaxy properties of all SDSS, BOSS, and

eBOSS spectra using the FIREFLY fitting routine

(Wilkinson et al. 2017) (v1 0 4 for DR14 and v1 1 1

for DR16), which incorporates the stellar population

models of Maraston & Strömbäck (2011). The Fire-

fly catalog includes light- and mass-weighted stellar

population properties (age and metallicity), E(B-V)

values, and most crucially to this work, stellar mass

for all galaxies in the catalog. We used the DR14 cat-

alog to determine masses for the galaxies in the file

sdss eboss firefly-dr14.fits.

The lower redshift NSA/SDSS catalog contains many

galaxies that are spatially resolved and require more

careful photometric analysis (e.g., Blanton et al. 2011).

The most recent version of this catalog provides elliptical

Petrosian aperture photometry, which is more accurate

than the standard SDSS pipeline. We adopt the Pet-

rosian aperture-derived mass to estimate the galaxy’s

stellar mass for this sample.

2.4. Bolshoi-Planck Simulations

To calibrate our MCPM density estimates to the

cosmic matter density, we use the dark matter only

Bolshoi-Plank ΛCDM (BP) simulation (Klypin et al.

2016; Rodŕıguez-Puebla et al. 2016). The BP simula-

tion uses 20483 particles in a volume of 250h−1 Mpc3

and is based on the 2013 Planck (Planck Collaboration

et al. 2014) cosmological parameters and compatible

with the Planck 2015 parameters (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2016). We utilize density field from the simulation

smoothed by Gaussian kernel over scales of 0.25 Mpc

h−1 (Lee et al. 2017; Goh et al. 2019). We also em-

ploy the BP halo catalog produced using the Rockstar

algorithm (Behroozi et al. 2012).

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. The MCPM algorithm

We produced the VAC data with the Monte Carlo

Physarum Machine (MCPM) algorithm implemented

in the Polyphorm software3. MCPM was first used

in Burchett et al. (2020) to reconstruct a 3D density

2 https://www.sdss.org/dr16/spectro/eboss-firefly-value-
added-catalog/

3 https://github.com/CreativeCodingLab/Polyphorm
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Figure 1. Distribution of the galaxy redshifts for the NSA/SDSS (blue, solid) and LRG-NGC (multi-colored, solid) and LRG-
SGC (multi-colored, dashed) data sets that were used to reconstruct the cosmic density map. The NSA/SDSS catalog includes
all galaxies out to z = 0.1 and is denoted as RUN0 in the MCMP VAC. The LRG catalogs extend to higher redshifts but only
include the rarer LRGs, hence the lower galaxy count. This figure also shows the slicing scheme used to self-consistently fit the
MCPM model in subsets of redshift as the density of galaxies decreases with luminosity distance in comoving Mpc.

field estimate of the large-scale structure spanning 37.6k

SDSS galaxies within the 0.018 < z < 0.038 range. The

detailed description of methodology and analyses are de-

scribed in Elek et al. (2022). We provide a brief sum-

mary of the model here.

MCPM is a massively parallel agent-based model in-

spired by the growth patterns of Physarum polycephalum

slime mold. Its main modalities are visualized in Fig-

ure 2. Using a swarm of millions of particle-like agents,

MCPM iteratively traces the network structures implicit

in the input data: dark matter halos or galaxies repre-

sented as a weighted 3D point cloud. In linear propor-

tion to their halo mass, the data points emit a virtual

marker which the agents navigate toward at every iter-

ation.

The key innovation of this model is the probabilistic

navigation of the agents: the sampling of their trajec-

tories according to PDFs derived from the data-emitted

marker field. For reference, the deterministic baseline

model, where the agents always follow the maximum

marker concentration, leads to the collapse of some fila-

mentary configurations and the omission of a significant

portion of data points, approximately a third as mea-

sured in Burchett et al. (2020). In contrast, MCPM fits

over 99% of all input data points and can reconstruct

configurations where multiple filaments branch out from

a single origin, e.g., in massive galaxy clusters.

MCPM produces two main quantities: the trace field
and the orientation field. The trace field fT : R3 → R+

accumulates the superimposed trajectories of all active

agents and represents the reconstructed LSS density

field (after statistical standardization, Section 3.5). The

orientation field fO : R3 → R3
+ records the averaged un-

signed directions of the agents and serves as a clustering

criterion in our FoG compensation step (Section 3.6).

Both are robust (i.e., stable in time) Monte-Carlo esti-

mates of the equilibrium agent distributions.

Compared to our earlier applications of the MCPM

model (Burchett et al. 2020; Simha et al. 2020), we intro-

duce a few methodological and implementation changes

aimed at improving the quality of the fits (more on this

in Section 3.2):

1. Linear accumulation of fT and fO values instead

of the original exponential floating window aver-
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Figure 2. Overview of MCPM’s operating modalities, demonstrated on the 0.018 < z < 0.038 sample of SDSS galaxies.
Clockwise from top left: input data points and the marker concentration emitted by the data (yellow), reconstructed trace field
fT (purple), corresponding orientation field fO (XYZ directions mapped to RGB colors).

aging. The latter is used for the supervised part of

the fitting when exploring different MCPM config-

urations. After finding the optimal data-specific

set of model parameters, we switch to linear av-

eraging, which dramatically reduces the solution

variance.

2. To avoid numerical errors, we increase the numer-
ical precision from fp16 to fp32 for both fT and

fO. This slows the implementation by 10-20%,

which is acceptable for maintaining interactivity

during fitting.

3. We redesigned the agent rerouting step. Rerout-

ing is invoked when an agent encounters no data

for too many subsequent steps, indicating either a

boundary of the dataset or a large void. Our orig-

inal rerouting assigned such an agent to a random

location in space; currently, we repositioned it to

the location of a random data point. This change

leads to a significant decrease of background noise

and effectively increases the dynamic range of the

obtained solutions for both fT and fO.

3.2. MCPM fit to Bolshoi-Planck

This section describes how we calibrate the MCPM

algorithm using the Bolshoi-Planck data. We refer read-

ers to Elek et al. (2022) for more details of the fitting

procedure and the impact of the model hyperparame-

ters on the resulting reconstruction geometry. Readers

interested in the catalog data can skip to Section 3.3.

Fitting MCPM to input data (either galaxies or ha-

los) is a semi-supervised procedure, where the opera-

tor focuses on maximizing the fitness function E while

maintaining the connectedness and continuity of the re-

constructed geometry. We define the fitness E of a given

reconstructed trace field fT over a dataset D as

E(fT, D) =
1

|D|
∑
d∈D

fT(dposition)

dmass
.

This results in a maximum likelihood estimator normal-

ized by each data point’s mass to avoid overfitting to

the most massive objects (given the large dispersion of

typical galaxy and halo masses). Since we do not yet

have a precise mathematical description of the fit’s con-

nectedness, we rely on the interactive visualization in

Polyphorm to ensure that the fit does not collapse into

a disconnected set of ‘islands’. Defining this property
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Figure 3. Our reconstructed cosmic web data products and their spatial relation to another. The green bands highlight regions
of overlapping LRG slices. The SDSS portion of the data is magnified to visualize the higher amount of recovered structure
owing to the denser observations.

rigorously and developing a fully automated fitting pro-

cedure remains a future work for us.

To calibrate MCPM’s hyperparameters, we fit the

model to two snapshots of the Bolshoi-Planck simula-

tion dataset (at z = 0 and z = 0.5, both containing

roughly 16M halos extracted with the Rockstar algo-
rithm). We adopted some of the parameter estimates

from our previous work (Burchett et al. 2020), includ-

ing the sensing angle at 20 deg, moving angle at 10

deg, moving distance at 0.1 Mpc and persistence

of 0.9 (now adjusted to 0.92 due to the finer granu-

larity of halos used here). We focused on constraining

the remaining critical parameters: sampling exponent

(which controls the acuity of obtained structures, espe-

cially filaments) and sensing distance (which deter-

mines the scale of the structures, such as mean segment

length and by transition the diameter of loops, voids,

etc). In addition, we maximize the monotonicity of the

obtained overdensity mapping as shown in Figure 5 as an

additional constraint when determining the sampling

exponent.

Using this fitting procedure, we matched the MCPM

fits to the ground truth densities in Bolshoi-Planck. We

determined the optimal sampling exponent to be 2.5

at z = 0 and 2.2 at z = 0.5, which is consistent with the

observation that the LSS at higher redshifts is less con-

densed. For the sensing distance, the optimal value

was 2.37 Mpc. It is worth noting that these sampling

exponent and sensing distance values pose lower lim-

its for the values used to fit the observational data, be-

cause of the significantly lower spatial density of data

points in the galaxy catalogs relative to BP simulations,

which was compensated for by proportionally increasing

the two parameters.

In Figure 4, we demonstrate that MCPM reconstructs

not just the halos that we feed into it but the cosmic

structure, including filaments and voids. More quanti-

tative assessments are available in Elek et al. (2022).

3.3. Fit to NASA-Sloan Atlas

The first component of the VAC is based on the

MCPM fit to the NASA-Sloan Atlas catalog for 0 <

z < 0.1, which contains roughly 325k galaxies in lumi-

nosity distances between 44 and 476 Mpc. Similar to
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Bolshoi-Planck z=0 Bolshoi-Planck z=0.5

MCPM z=0 MCPM z=0.5

Figure 4. Comparison of the Bolshoi-Planck simulations (top row; where the density field is known) at redshifts of z = 0.0
(left) and z = 0.5 (right) to the MCPM trace of the simulations (bottom row; density recovered from halos alone). MCPM
faithfully reconstructs the cosmic structure from the galaxy halo population.

the BP dark matter halos, we treat the galaxies as 3D

point attractors, in this case, weighted by their stellar

masses.

The fits are based on the hyperparameters calibrated

on the BP simulations. Furthermore, to reflect the lower

spatial density of the galaxies in comparison to the ha-

los, we adjust the two critical parameters of MCPM:

sampling exponent to 3.5 and sensing distance to

5.2. To make these adjustments, we again used the semi-

supervised fitting procedure described in Section 3.2.

To verify the consistency of the fit across different z

values, we have split the SDSS catalog into 3 overlap-

ping slices (44-270 Mpc / 250-370 Mpc / 350-476 Mpc,

each containing about 120k galaxies) and fitted them

separately by only adjusting the sensing distance pa-

rameter. The resulting optimal values (Figure 6) fol-

low a linear trend, implying that the spatial density of

galaxies decreases in corresponding proportion. How-

ever, the obtained variation of sensing distance (3.8–

5.6) is well within the ability of the model to perform a

consistent fit using a single parameter value. Therefore,

we opt for a single fit to the entire catalog using the

aforementioned sensing distance value of 5.2.

3.4. Fit to LRG Catalogs

The procedure of fitting to the LRG NGC and SGC

catalogs is identical with the SDSS data: using the

sampling exponent of 3.5 and the BP-calibrated values

for the other hyperparameters, we continued increasing

sensing distance until reaching an optimal fit.

Due to the much lower spatial density of LRG ob-

servations compared to SDSS, the optimal values of

sensing distance end up being considerably higher

(Figure 3). Also, unlike SDSS, the LRG galaxies span

a significantly more extended range of redshifts. The

consequence is nearly a two-fold growth of the optimal
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Figure 5. Comparison of different sampling exponents in in-
creasing order from top to bottom. We find that a sampling
exponent of 2.5 produces the most linear mapping between
the MCPM densities and the cosmic matter densities from
the BP simulations, especially at lower densities where pre-
vious versions of the MCPM have generally failed to recover
the lowest density structures. (see Figure 10 in Burchett
et al. 2020).

sensing distance value across the catalog’s redshift

range (Figure 6). Therefore to construct the VAC, we

split the LRG galaxies into 4 overlapping ‘slices’ of ap-

proximately equal numbers of galaxies (about 70k per

slice for NGC, about 25k per slice for SGC) and fit each

separately. The resulting distance intervals are 0-1000

Mpc (z ≈ 0 − 0.2), 900-1600 Mpc (z ≈ 0.18 − 0.3),

1500-2100 Mpc (z ≈ 0.28 − 0.38), and 2000-3000 Mpc

(z ≈ 0.36− 0.51).

Figure 3 shows the visualization of all obtained density

slices and their spatial relations. An added benefit of

this approach is the higher resolution of each slice we

can afford. This is desirable again due to the massive

redshift range of the LRG data.

3.5. Statistical Standardization & Mapping

The MCPM densities that fit each survey slice, al-

though related to the true physical density, are rather

the density of agents in the fit. To translate the MCPM

density to cosmic overdensity, we standardize each dis-

tribution to the MCPM fit of the simulation so that a

mapping between MCPM and cosmic overdensity can

be applied. The MCPM fits to the galaxy surveys differ

Figure 6. Plot of MCPM agents’ sensing distance (the
main feature scaling parameter) as read out from the best
fits for the LRG data, radially sliced into 4 runs at overlap-
ping luminous distance intervals. For comparison, we also
show the best-fit sensing distances for 3 SDSS slices, which
manifest a similar linear growth as we observe in the LRG
data.

from the fits to the BP simulations because they suffer

from luminosity selection functions and are thus much

sparser. This particularly affects the lowest density

regime of the density distribution. To account for this

effect, we used the Wasserstein distance4 or the “Earth

Movers Distance” to calculate the stretch and shift val-

ues such that the distribution of MCPM densities of the

surveys could be linearly transformed to best fit the BP-

MCPM fit. That is TargetDist = stretch×SurveyDist
+ shift. Where the TargetDist is the BP-MCPM den-

sity distribution, and SurveyDist is the density distri-

bution of each survey slice. The benefit of this method is

that we can impose a lower limit on the density distribu-

tions to only take into account the higher density wing

of the distribution corresponding to densities that con-

tain structure and avoid the empty space in the survey

fits.

In order to retrieve the cosmic matter density,

ρm/〈ρm〉, we must map the MCPM trace density to

that of the BP simulations at each redshift. We fit the

BP simulations using the MCPM algorithm and then

apply a mapping from MCPM density to cosmic matter

density. This mapping was achieved by sampling the

MCPM fits in bins of equal density and then determin-

ing the density from the BP simulations at the same

location. This is shown by the multi-colored stripes in

Figure 7. We then determine the median (and 1σ lim-

its) of each MCPM density bin. The median densities

in each bin were then used to create a mapping func-

tion. We based our mapping function on the rectified

linear activation function (ReLU), where the maximum

change of the median of the bins determines the inflec-

4 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/
scipy.stats.wasserstein distance.html
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Figure 7. Mapping of the MCPM derived density to the
cosmic matter density from the BP simulation. The MCPM
densities were binned evenly in MCPM space in bins of 0.1
dex as demarcated by the colored stripes. The custom ReLU
mapping function fit to the medians of the bins (thick black
line) and 1σ limits (thinner black lines) are plotted on top
of the data. This mapping function provides a translation
from the MCPM density to the cosmic overdensity.

tion point. On the right-hand side of the flat part of the

function, we fit a cubic polynomial to the data, creating

a piece-wise continuous mapping function. This method

was chosen over other methods, such as interpolating

the bins or using a spline function because fitting to

densities above or below those found in the MCPM fits

is not well defined. Our method is illustrated in Figure 7

where the thicker black line shows the mapping function

applied to the z = 0 simulation. The thinner black lines

show the 1σ limits of our mapping, which correspond to

±0.5 dex in log cosmic matter overdensity, ρm/〈ρm〉.

3.6. Correction for Redshift Space Distortions

As MCPM operates in 3D space, applying the algo-

rithm necessitates attaching physical distances to the in-

put dataset. Although distance measurements via more

direct methods (e.g., tip of the red giant branch or Type

Ia supernovae) (Tully et al. 2016) may be available for a

small subset of the galaxies (and therefore tracers of the

underlying density field), we must primarily assume dis-

tances concordant with the Hubble flow. Thus, we ini-

tially attach to each galaxy the luminosity distance given

the adopted cosmology and galaxy redshift. Denser en-

vironments such as galaxy groups and clusters will in-

clude galaxies with large peculiar velocities. These pe-

culiar velocities will result in redshift space distortions

(RSDs), or ‘fingers of god’ (FoG), if adopted directly.

For example, a typical velocity dispersion for a > 1014

M� galaxy cluster (∼ 1000 km/s) would propagate to

a systematic error in the distance by assuming pure

Hubble flow of > 10 Mpc. This issue plagues our low-

redshift SDSS sample significantly more than the LRG

samples for two reasons: 1) Low-mass galaxies are much

more abundant and likely to be observed at low z in

the magnitude-limited SDSS, which results in many ob-

jects composing apparent false structures along the di-

rection pointing away from (and towards) the observer;

(2) High-mass galaxies, which will dominate the samples

at progressively higher redshifts, preferentially reside as

central galaxies in their local environments (Lan et al.

2016). Therefore, these galaxy samples will be less sub-

ject to systematic error in cosmological distance than

our lowest redshift sample. Thus, we employ an RSD

correction for the z < 0.1 SDSS galaxy sample that we

detail here.

A key feature of MCPM is that the cosmic web re-

construction converges to an equilibrium state but is a

dynamical system nonetheless. The adopted ‘densities’

are aggregated trajectories of the millions of agents seek-

ing efficient pathways between galaxy tracers. MCPM

also outputs the components of an aggregated three-

dimensional agent velocity vector for each cell in the

volume. We use these velocities to identify RSDs, as
the agent velocities producing them will be preferen-

tially oriented perpendicular to the plane of the sky

along the line of sight and will be clustered in their

celestial coordinates. We select points in the MCPM

cube by orientation as follows: we (1) convert each in-

put galaxy’s location in the MCPM-output cube to its

equivalent celestial coordinates, (2) find the three com-

ponents of a unit radial vector parallel to the line of

sight in Cartesian space to match the coordinate sys-

tem of the MCPM velocity vectors, and (3) calculate

the dot product between the aggregated velocity vector

at each galaxy’s position in the cube with the unit ra-

dial vector and assign the result to that galaxy. Galaxies

within an RSD structure (FoG), having either parallel

or antiparallel velocity vectors to the unit radial vec-

tor, should not have dot product absolute values close
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to zero. Therefore, we filter out galaxies with dot prod-

uct absolute values less than 10, chosen upon inspecting

the distribution of galaxy dot product values as a con-

servative cut. To identify galaxy positions with similar

velocity orientation and projected location on the sky,

we then employ the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of

Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm as imple-

mented in the scikit-learn5 python package, feeding

it the sky coordinates and redshift. For this step, we

further filter the galaxy catalog by mass to those with

M∗ > 1010 M�, as the completeness of SDSS declines

for less massive galaxies at the upper end of our red-

shift range (z ∼ 0.1). DBSCAN operates by locating

high-density cores in the data, which are the beginnings

of the clusters. The algorithm searches out from these

cores, adding points until no more points are found in

within some distance tolerance (in whatever space the

data occupy). This algorithm contains several advan-

tages over other possible choices, including scalability,

compatibility with non-flat geometries, and the feature

that certain points may not be included in any clus-

ter (they are deemed ‘noise’). Two critical parameters

for DBSCAN are the distance tolerance (eps) and the

minimum number of points to be considered a core in

the data (min samples). We chose min samples=3 as

a minimum number of galaxies (e.g., such as in a group

or cluster) that might form a false RSD structure (FoG)

in the MCPM model. We chose a value of eps=2 upon

experimenting with several values through visual inspec-

tion to balance the inclusion of FoGs (which are read-

ily identified by the eye), containing a relatively small

number of galaxies while minimizing false identification

of filaments not oriented antiparallel to the plane of the

sky as RSD structures. Figure 8 shows the resulting

clusters identified by DBSCAN in a slice in declination

of our galaxy catalog, with galaxies belonging to the

same cluster having the same color.

From the output clusters identified by DBSCAN, we

find the velocity range spanned by galaxy redshifts

within each cluster using the full-width-half-maximum

(FWHM) of the velocity distribution (vFWHM). For

clusters with vFWHM > 300 km/s, we adopt new red-

shifts for the associated galaxies to be commensurate

with more realistic physical distance separations inferred

from a simple luminosity distance based on the redshift;

this procedure is as follows. Assuming the cluster mem-

bers are bound to the same virialized structure, we con-

vert the velocity FWHM to a velocity dispersion by the

5 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

relation:

σv =
vFWHM

2
√

ln 2
. (1)

We then use this velocity dispersion to infer a virial ra-

dius, R200, of the cluster:

Rinfer
200 =

σv
4/3πG∆200ρcrit

, (2)

where ∆200 and ρcrit are the overdensity and critical den-

sity, respectively. We then adopt new redshifts (solely

for the purpose of feeding MCPM) about the median

redshift of the cluster members by sampling from a nor-

mal distribution with standard deviation corresponding

to the change in redshift that would result in a lumi-

nosity distance difference equal to the inferred R200. Fi-

nally, we convert these galaxy coordinates and adopted

redshifts to 3D Cartesian space via luminosity distances

based on the new redshifts; these then serve as inputs

to MCPM.

4. DATA PRODUCTS

4.1. The Catalog

The final value-added catalog contains the positions

and redshifts and the stellar mass of the galaxies in the

NASA-Sloan Atlas and the eBOSS Firefly Value-Added

Catalog. We include a column, MASS SOURCE, to indi-

cate which catalog was used to estimate the mass. The

MCPM algorithm uses the galaxy mass to build the mat-

ter density field. The primary field of interest here is

MATTERDENS, the matter density field at the location of

a given galaxy, which was derived from fits of MCPM

models in 3D volumes and mapped to the cosmological

matter density (relative to the mean matter density) us-

ing MCPM fits to the Bolshoi-Planck simulations. The

catalogID is a combination of plate-mjd-fiberid. A

unique identifier is the combination of catalogID and

mcpmRun. Objects with the same value of mcpmRun were

fitted with the MCPM model simultaneously. The data

were sliced in redshift to yield samples producing self-

consistent large-scale structures over the volume in each

slice. mcpmRun = 0 correspond to 0.01 < z < 0.1 SDSS

galaxies with masses from the NASA/Sloan Atlas. Sam-

ples of LOWZ LRGs are marked 1-2 (z < 0.20), 3-4

(0.18 < z < 0.30), 5-6 (0.28 < z < 0.38), and 7-8

(0.36 < z < 0.51); each pair (e.g., 3-4), corresponds

to the NGC/SGC samples in some redshift slice, with

odd and even numbers for NGC and SGC, respectively.

The data model for the catalog is described in Table 1.

4.2. 3D Density Cube

In addition to the VAC, which contains the density at

the location of each galaxy, we offer the full 3D density
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Table 1. Data Model

Name Type Unit Description

(1) (2) (3) (4)

catalogID char[13] Combination of PLATE-MJD-FIBERID

plate int32 Plate number

mjd int32 MJD of observation

fiberid int32 Fiber identification number

ra float64 deg Right ascension of fiber, J2000

dec float64 deg Declination of fiber, J2000

z float32 Best redshift

massSource char[7] Source of the mass determination (nsa or firefly)

mcpmRun int8 Index of galaxy sample fitted simultaneously with MCPM

mstars float64 M� Stellar mass

matterDens float32 log10 of the ratio of the matter density relative to the mean matter density

Note—Schema for the MCPM Value-Added Catalog, v1.0.0 as found in
slimeMold galaxy catalog v1 0 0.fits.

field of the relevant volumes, available at https://data.

sdss.org/sas/dr17/eboss/lss/mcpm/v1 0 0/datacube/.

These may be queried using our custom package,

pyslime6. The data will unzip to a directory which

may be opened by pyslime. This will enable the user

to query the overdensity at arbitrary points in the cube,

allowing the study of voids and filamentary structures

outside the local environment of the input galaxy field.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Comparison to Peng et al. (2010)

We can additionally validate our model by comparing

our findings to that of other surveys. Although Burchett

et al. (2020) has demonstrated the efficacy of our model,

we present comparisons to other studies, leveraging our

deeper and larger surveys.

Peng et al. (2010) used a method based on the 5th

nearest galaxy neighbors to estimate the environmental

density and studied the SFR and the quenched frac-

tion of galaxies as a functions of this density metric and

galaxy mass. Burchett et al. (2020) illustrate that the

MCPM method of computing cosmic density qualita-

tively matches the results (see Figure 5 & 6 in Peng

et al. 2010). In Figure 9, we demonstrate the improve-

ment in signal gained with the NSA/SDSS sample as

the increase in the number of galaxies is significant and

the reproduction of their density-stellar mass-sSFR re-

lations.

6 https://github.com/jnburchett/pyslime

5.2. Potential Applications

Our primary aim in this manuscript is to showcase

the dataset and describe its construction. There are,

however, many exciting applications for this dataset that

are well beyond the scope of this publication. Here, we

list four general areas of application:

• Galaxy evolution in the cosmic web: A vast

amount of galaxy properties measured and in-

ferred from both multiwavelength photometry and

spectroscopy have been cataloged for SDSS galax-

ies (many also released as VACs; e.g., Salim et al.

2016) via straightforward crossmatching with our

catalog, myriad galaxy-environment analyses may

be readily conducted. Figure 9 highlights one di-

rect application of the galaxy-density catalog to

study the possible impacts of a galaxy’s location

within the cosmic web on its evolution. In partic-

ular, Figure 9 shows the dependence of star for-

mation activity as a function of large-scale struc-

ture density. Our dataset is ideal for compar-

ing effects induced by the more local environment

(groups/clusters) to those induced by the cosmic

web.

• Void finding: In the linear regime, the sizes

of voids and their correlation statistics are sensi-

tive to cosmology, particularly dark energy (Pisani

et al. 2015). Although most of the analyses we

have alluded to thus far focus on the denser re-

gions of the cosmic web, namely filaments and

nodes, our density cubes naturally include the un-

https://data.sdss.org/sas/dr17/eboss/lss/mcpm/v1_0_0/datacube/
https://data.sdss.org/sas/dr17/eboss/lss/mcpm/v1_0_0/datacube/
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Figure 9. The dependence of star formation activity on
galaxy environment and stellar mass for the galaxies within
the NSA/SDSS volume (z < 0.1). The color coding de-
notes sSFR in the population within each mass/environment
bin, where the environmental density is determined from our
MCPM cosmic web reconstruction algorithm. A comparison
with Figure 6 of Peng et al. (2010) shows a similarly increas-
ing red fraction as a function of both mass at fixed density
and density at fixed mass.

derdense regions. Simple centroiding and cluster-

ing algorithms may be readily applied to these

density fields to directly identify and character-

ize the voids, which in turn may be used as inputs

for cosmological parameter estimations using, e.g.,

the Alcock-Paczynski effect (Alcock & Paczynski

1979).

• The intergalactic medium: Hydrodynamical

cosmological simulations predict a rich multi-

phase structure in the intergalactic gas perme-

ating throughout the cosmic web (e.g., Cen &

Ostriker 1999; Davé & Tripp 2001; Tepper-Garćıa

et al. 2012). In addition to the physical states of

gas resulting from large-scale structure formation

(Bertschinger 1985; Molnar et al. 2009), energetic

feedback from the galaxies themselves might ex-

tend well beyond the virial radius, which is often

adopted as a fiducial extent of a galaxy’s halo (Fin-

lator & Davé 2008; Schaye et al. 2015; Nelson et al.

2019). Burchett et al. (2020) used HST-observed

background quasar sightlines through the MCPM

reconstructed volume to find a relationship be-

tween cosmic web density and Lyα optical depth.

A similar analysis could and should be done lever-

aging our higher redshift LRG reconstruction with

other absorption tracers, such as Mg II.

• Multimessenger transient followup: Tran-

sient phenomena, such as gravitational waves and

fast radio bursts, are typically detected with im-

precise localization, with scales of minutes or de-

grees on the sky (Chen & Holz 2016; CHIME/FRB

Collaboration et al. 2019). Space-based and

ground-based facilities around the world then

follow up these detections to identify and char-

acterize the sources (e.g., Coulter et al. 2017). As

extragalactic sources are statistically more likely

to be found within the large-scale structure, tran-

sient observers could employ our reconstructed

density field of the cosmic web in follow-up imag-

ing campaigns to prioritize pointings toward re-

gions of the sky most likely to contain the source

counterparts.

5.3. Known Limitations

The VAC volumes have the usual luminosity function

systematics that are present in the underlying SDSS

and LRG catalogs. Specifically, the sampling density

of galaxies is more significant at lower redshifts. This

is reflected in the trace and can be seen in the SDSS

data as well as each slice of the LRG catalogs, as shown

in Figure 3. This presents itself as an increased density

at the lower redshift end of the volume. However, the

mean matter density at the low and high redshift ends

of each volume is consistent.

Some sub-optimality of the model fit arises from the

fact that the optimal sensing distance grows linearly

according to the data in Figure 6, whereas the catalog

is a piece-wise constant approximation of this.

Due to the differing sensing distance in each slice,
there is a slight discontinuity of the MCPM densities ex-

tracted from the overlaps between the LRG slices. Thus,

we recommend comparing densities on a slice-by-slice

basis and avoiding comparing quantities based on the

density at different redshift slices.

6. CONCLUSION

Herein we leverage the Monte Carlo Physarum Ma-

chine (MCPM) methodology, inspired by the growth

and movement of Physarum polycephalum slime mold,

to map the cosmic web within several sub-samples of

the SDSS spectroscopic galaxy catalogs. The MCPM

model inputs a galaxy field with known masses and out-

puts the large-scale structure density field. We train

our model using the Bolshoi-Planck cosmological sur-

vey, producing a reconstruction of the simulated cos-

mic web where the underlying density is known. Using
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the simulation as ground truth, we describe the super-

vised tuning of MCPM parameters to produce an opti-

mal fit. We apply this tuned model to the NASA-Sloan

Atlas and the eBOSS LRG Firefly Value-Added Cata-

logs to create both a 3D density cube and a catalog of

cosmic densities at the location of the galaxies. The

SDSS NASA-Sloan Atlas catalogs include a more com-

plete galaxy sample at z < 0.1. We describe and employ

a novel method on this dataset to reduce the effect of

peculiar motions on the spectroscopic distances. The

MCPM fits to the eBOSS LRG North and South Galac-

tic Cap catalogs capture the larger-scale cosmic web out

to z . 0.5. This paper describes the release the Cosmic

Slime Value Added Catalog, part of SDSS DR17, which

is the combination the two galaxy catalogs with den-

sity estimates as well as the resultant 3D density cubes

of the two galaxy samples. Finally, we highlight some

exciting potential applications of this data set, which in-

clude galaxy evolution in the context of the cosmic web,

void finding, studies of the intergalactic medium, and

multimessenger transient followup.
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